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Everywhere we look, Salisbury seems to be overwhelmed by the green and yellow powdery 
substance we call pollen. This year I decided to look differently at the symbolic presence of this 
springtime grain and the process of pollination. Although this substance may sometimes be 
messy, it is in fact life giving. Much like our faith journey as humans, we sometimes experience 
frustration and are only able to see how we are affected and seem to lose sight of the blessings 
that abound. To this point, the Easter season invites us as Christians to move from the painful 
yet life giving Lenten journey of Christ’s death and resurrection to the boundless joy that Jesus 
embeds within our hearts and souls. We merely need to look past our self-interest and broaden 
our view to see the life giving substance that exists within even the messiest of settings. Just as 
beneath the inconvenience of pollen lies a rich and fertile future, a fruitful abundance of life 
exists in the garden of God - if we would only look past our own wants. 
 
As I reflect on this fruitful abundance, I know well that PENGUIN NATION has found a home in 
the garden of God. And last week as our students honored the life giving journey of Holy Week, 
our students participated in a day of silence on Monday and then on Tuesday prayed the 
Sorrowful Mysteries of the Rosary. And what would Holy Week be without also experiencing the 
joy? And in our typical St. Francis manner, our students enjoyed an evening of “Kids Bingo”. I 
want to thank the McLaughlin family for once again hosting this fun-filled event. And on 
Wednesday our students hunted for candy eggs filled. I want to thank Candy Bauer for 
organizing this memorable event. The joy of our faith truly abounds at SFdS! 
 
This week we extend our appreciation to the treasured sponsorship that the Farmers Bank of 
Willards has provided to St. Francis de Sales School. Thank you! 
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